
 

I am invited to join a Pix test 

Step-by-step user guide



I go to the website pix.org/en-gb
and I click on “Enter my code”

https://pix.org/en-gb/


I enter the code 
that has been sent to me



Or
I type the link sent by my institution 
and I land on the start page of the test

I click on “Begin”



I create my Pix account (when I log in 
for the first time*) and I log in

* If I already have a Pix account, I can use it to connect to the test



I enter the requested ID (optional)



I take note of the 4 “rules of the game” 



I start the test



Every 5 questions, I can check my progress in the test 
as well as my successes and failures 



I also have access 
to tutorials 
to improve my skills



I am notified during the test when I reach a new level



At the end of the test, 
I check my results 
and I submit them 
to the 
test administrator

Good job !

You are already an explorer of the digital world... but 
that's just the beginning ;) Keep learning with your 
trainers and build up your Pix digital skills profile.



At any time, I can interrupt my test and resume it 
later by logging into my Pix account on pix.org/en-gb. 
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https://pix.org/en-gb/


I can also resume a test by clicking on the drop-down 
menu next to my name on my Pix profile and going 
to " My personalised tests " page
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From “My personalised tests" 
page I can : 

● resume a started test,

● submit  my results

● consult my results for a 
test that has been 
completed
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My results enrich 
my personal profile

By clicking on each of the skill 
cards, I can continue to test 
myself in autonomy, and find 
all the tutorials that were 
suggested during the test



 


